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ABSTRACT
Building simulation software can provide a reliable prediction of the building environmental
response, however, in historical building simulations the uncertainty increases due to the lack
of information and the incorrect choice of the numerical model. In this work, the moisture
buffering effect is investigated using two different models in EnergyPlus software. The analysis
shows that the selection of the moisture buffering calculation method highly affects the
simulation results and the set-up of some input variables during the calibration phase. In detail,
the use of the Effective Capacitance model could overestimate the effects of the infiltration in
terms of mixing ratio, leading to the adoption of a lower value of air change rate for the model
validation (about 3 times in the case study analysed). Such phenomena particularly affect
historical buildings, generally characterized by massive structures and many furnishings.
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INTRODUCTION
Historical buildings are complex systems, expressions of material knowledge, unique
resources worth to be preserved and enhanced by our society.
Looking at the state of the art of building heritage, currently, almost 5,367,000 belong
to the world wide monuments UNESCO list [1] and, most of them are more than 50 years
old. In particular, more than 40% of the European residential buildings have been
constructed before the 1960s and more than 50% before the 1970s [2]. From an energy point
of view, such buildings are responsible for 68% of the total final energy use, mainly related
to heating, cooling, hot water, cooking and appliances [1]. In such respect in the last 20
years, the interest in a sustainable conversion and management of buildings is constantly
increased [3, 4].
In such a framework, software traditionally used to estimate new buildings performances
during the preliminary design phase has also been used in the heritage field to [5, 6]:
• analyse the possible risks to materials caused by specific environmental temperature
and relative humidity conditions;
*
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• estimate some phenomena that cannot be easily evaluated, for example, verification
of surface condensation, etc.;
• analyse intervention (retrofit) scenarios according to different boundary conditions.
Building dynamic simulation tools represent a suitable mean for accurately assessing
buildings thermal-energy performance, since they may be able to realistically predict the
building behaviour in dynamic conditions. However, they are more time-intensive, need
complex data inputs, require a certain period of user training and are not specifically
designed for historical buildings. In general, a discrepancy (gap) between simulated and real
behaviour can be observed for every building [7]; however, in historical buildings, the
evidence related to the gap is presently too wide to be acceptable [8, 9].
In this context, the accuracy of building energy simulation (BES) models is an important
issue that can be achieved through the so-called calibration process defined as the “process
of reducing the uncertainty of a model by comparing the predicted output of the model under
a specific set of conditions to the actual measured data for the same set of conditions” [10],
since differences between the predicted and real energy performance can be significant [11,
12]. Generally, the (systematic) errors are attributable mainly to two causes Energy retrofits
in historic and traditional buildings: A review of problems and methods [13, 14]. The first one
is related to the use of incorrect data as input parameters, which generally comes from wrong
measures, inappropriate assumptions or unpredictable user behaviour, which highly affects
the simulation results [15]. The second is related to the calculation limitations of the tools
which employ a wrong or incomplete model of the physical process that often occurs in
historical and traditional buildings, e.g. envelope moisture buffering effect, thermal
stratification in large spaces, etc. [16]. While the first cause of errors has been previously
addressed [5], the latter is often neglected in the model calibration stage. Among the several
simplifications often carried out in building energy simulations (BES), the effect of the
moisture buffering is often oversimplified or even neglected, with the consequence to bring
much inaccuracy to the simulation results [17]. However, even if different research works [18–
20] demonstrate the significant impact of the moisture storage capacity of materials on the
indoor humidity, none of them deeply focused on historical buildings, which are generally
characterized by a high water retention capacity.
At the moment, although building dynamic simulation tools are potentially a suitable way
for accurately assessing the performance of buildings, the results are highly affected by the
capability of the user to select the most suitable method which well represents physical
phenomena. Different methods are available for modelling moisture in BES [21].
Considering for example EnergyPlus, which represent one of the most commonly used tools
by the research community for energy and environmental analysis [22], three different models,
namely Effective Capacitance (EC), Effective Moisture Penetration Depth (EMPD) and Heat
and Moisture Transfer (HAMT) can be adopted [17, 23]. Both the EC and the EMPD should
be considered simplified models since the diffusion resistance and moisture capacity of the
humidity buffer is considered constant and evaluated at average indoor humidity conditions
[24]. However, the EC model is not able to accurately predict indoor humidity neither to
provide a quantification of the moisture contents, since it works lumping the buffering effect
with that of moisture capacitance of the zone air [25]. Furthermore, such simplified model is
not able to predict the initial fast response of indoor humidity to changes in moisture production,
compared to the other two models [24]. Nevertheless, since EC is the default model of
EnergyPlus, it is still the most adopted method in building energy simulation according to the
scientific literature.
The EMPD and HAMT models, on the contrary, are more reliable even if the moisture
properties of the building materials are essential input, unlike in the EC model [23]. More in
detail, the HAMT model is able to take into account and describe the mass transfer through the
building components. However, it requires a greater amount of input parameters and
computational time compared to the EMPD. In such respect, when only the impact of moisture
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on the whole building response is of interest, this can be done by using simplified models for
moisture transfer and storage, such as the EMPD [24], which has been shown to be accurate
when appropriate inputs are provided [21].
In such a framework, the present work aims to analyse in detail the impact of EC and EMPD
algorithms on the calibration of energy-environmental simulation models of historical
buildings, typically characterized by a massive envelope with a high moisture capacitance and
by the presence of furniture and artworks made with hygroscopic materials. In particular, the
analysis has been carried out through the model calibration of an Italian historical building
which is characterized by constant air infiltration, no internal gains and free-floating behaviour,
which allows studying accurately such phenomenon. The case study is represented by the
Palazzo Ducale of Mantua, one of the city’s most important historical buildings.
The final objective of the work is to make aware researchers and energy experts involved
in the conservation of heritage buildings of the reliability of different moisture buffering
models in BES.
METHOD
The selection of the proper buffering model in energy simulation of historical buildings
must be considered a pivotal part of the calibration in order to obtain reliable results.
In such respect, in the present study, the evaluation of the moisture buffering effect on the
calibration of BES models was carried out with EnergyPlus, which represent the main reference
software for the international building energy analysis community. Firstly, a baseline model
developed with Effective Capacitance has been carried out. The required input parameters were
set according to the data collected during a survey phase.
A specific weather file with actual data was defined and used for the model calibration since
the outdoor climate conditions play an important role in the assessment of the environmental
and energy performance of buildings. In such respect, the hourly data was collected from the
nearby weather stations of the ARPA (Regional Environmental Protection Agency).
The simulated results were then compared with the real data acquired from a yearly on-site
monitoring campaign. In particular, the calibration was performed considering the air
infiltration rate that minimizes the mean bias error (MBE), mean absolute error (MAE), root
mean squared error (RMSE) and optimizes the coefficient of determination (R2), between
simulated and measured indoor air temperature (T) and mixing ratio (MR). However, the present
work will describe in detail the calibration process of the MR parameter, since the goal is to
evaluate how the moisture buffering affect the model calibration with two different EnergyPlus
algorithms.
The first three statistical indices adopted, are able to estimate the mean discrepancy between
simulations and measurements, while, the last one (R2) evaluate how much the model fits the
actual building behaviour. The strength of combining different statistical indices instead of using
them independently is stressed by different authors [26, 27], due to their ability to highlight
different aspects of the results.
In detail, the MBE is calculated from the sum of the deviations between the measured and
simulated data, dividing the result by the number of data points. The positive and negative result
indicates respectively an under and overestimation of the simulated data compared to the
measured ones. Since the MBE can be subject to the phenomenon of error cancellation [28], it
should be used together with other indices. The MAE [29] takes into account the average absolute
error of the differences between measured and predicted values (residuals), while the RMSE [30]
represents the standard deviation of the differences between measured and simulated data.
Compared to MAE, the RMSE is particularly sensitive to the amplitude of the residuals. Both
RMSE and MAE are always positive and higher are their results, lower is the reliability of the
simulation model.
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The indices above mentioned providing results with the same measure unit of the adopted data,
therefore, since in this work the model calibration is carried out through temperature and mixing
ratio, the discrepancy will be estimated in terms of °C and g/kg respectively.
Finally, the R2 coefficient is calculated to determine how well the model fits the measured
data. This index assumes values ranging from 0 to 1, where 1 means that the model fits perfectly
with the measured data. About the R2, the ASHRAE guideline 14 [31] and IPMVP [32],
recommend values higher than 0.75. In detail, such indices are calculated according to the
equations below:
𝑀𝐵𝐸 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑚𝑖 −𝑠𝑖 )
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑖=1|𝑚𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖 |
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
𝑛
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑚𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖 )2
𝑛
∑𝑛 (𝑚 −𝑠 )2

𝑅 2 = 1 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑚 𝑖−𝑚̅𝑖 )2
𝑖=1

𝑖

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

where mi and si are respectively the measured and simulated values, 𝑚
̅ represent the mean of the
measured data and n is the number of data points. Regarding the model reliability, the indices’
thresholds adopted are those suggested by Huerto-Cardenas et al. [33]: ≤ 2 °C (T) and ≤ 2g/kg
(MR) for RMSE, and > 0.75 for R2.
Subsequently, the default algorithm was changed with the EMPD model to consider the
effect of moisture buffering on the surfaces of the construction materials.
In such respect, the absence of internal surface condensation during the analysed year was
verified to exclude the phase changes of the water vapour present in the air, which can affect
the hygrometric balance. Moreover, it should be noted that the possible water accumulated into
the building components, due to the rain is not considered in this analysis.
The results obtained from EMPD were compared with the previous simulations in order to
highlight the main differences. A new calibration of the virtual model has been carried out,
changing the infiltration rate to find out the value that optimizes the two selected metrics,
according to the EMPD numerical model. Finally, in the context of conservation of cultural
heritage, the ability of the simulation model of reproducing realistic daily fluctuations of MR
has been evaluated.
In such respect, bridging the gap between predicted and measured performance is pivotal
in order to provide a reliable evaluation of building performance to designers, architects,
buildings’ owners and policy makers.
In figure hereafter, a flow chart that describes the method adopted in this study has been
reported.
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Figure 1. The method adopted in the study carried out

CASE STUDY
In this section are described the main features of the building case study, the environmental
monitoring campaign carried out and the characteristics and assumptions of the BES model.
Case study description and building model
The selected space for this study is the Salone dell’Armeria, built in the 13th century and
located in the Palazzo del Capitano, part of the enormous museum complex of the Palazzo
Journal of Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and Environment Systems
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Ducale in Mantua (Figure 2). This hall is a single rectangular space that covers an area of
about 1000 m2 (66 m×15 m) with a maximum height of 11 m, for a total volume of
approximately 9700 m3. The interior space is subdivided by transversal brick walls built in the
20th century.
Currently, the room is empty and no Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
system are installed. Moreover, since this hall is not used and not accessible to visitors, during
the year there are no people, electrical equipment and lights which could affect the internal heat
and moisture balance. This particular condition has facilitated the calibration procedure of the
building simulation model and allowed to exclude some variables for the assessment of the
moisture buffering effect. The access is only allowed in extraordinary cases to technicians or
researchers.
The external walls have a thickness that varies from 70 to 80 cm, made by solid bricks and
the floor and the roof are realized with wooden structures. Thirteen double lancet windows,
composed of single glasses and wooden frames, illuminate the indoor space.

Figure 2. View of Palazzo del Capitano from Piazza Sordello

Since Palazzo Ducale is a huge building complex, only the portion called “Palazzo del
Capitano” that includes the space of the “Salone dell’Armeria” was modelled (Figure 3) [34].
The building geometry has been based on architectural drawings and collected documents. The
thermal properties of the construction materials were selected from standards [35, 36] and
literature [5, 37]. In detail, the thermal conductivity and the density of the walls made by bricks
were defined considering a pre-industrial brick (from a period between 13th-18th Centuries) [5],
while the thermal properties of single-glazed windows were selected from the literature [37]. The
calculated U-values of the envelope components are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. U-values of the building envelope components
Building
component
Exterior wall
Roof
Floor
Windows

Material

U-value (W/m2K)

Solid bricks (from 70 to 80 cm)
Wood + tiles (10 cm + 1 ,5 cm)
Wood (15 cm)
Single-glazed (SHGC= 0.8)

0.57
0.87
0.95
5.71
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Two main boundary conditions have been set in the thermal zones model: one for the Salone
dell’Armeria space and one for the other rooms of the museum. In detail, the first is a free-floating
and unused space without internal gains for the whole year, as mentioned previously. Regarding
the air infiltration, since the double lancet windows of Salone dell’Armeria are always closed, the
ACH (Air Change Rate) is related just to the infiltration caused by air leakages through windows
and the wooden roof. Therefore, the ACH was initially assumed equal to 0.1. Internal mass due to
the presence of three transversal brick walls with a thickness of 45 cm was also taken into account,
defining about 400 m2 of brick surface exposed in the indoor environment, which increase the
capability of retaining the water vapour.
For the other museum spaces, a standard internal load has been set according to the national
building regulation [38]. The building operation profile of such spaces has been defined adopting
the current condition. The infiltration rate adopted for those spaces is the same set for the Salone
dell’Armeria, in the absence of further information.

Figure 3. The energy model of Palazzo del Capitano with the Salone dell’Armeria (in yellow colour)
and the rest of the Palazzo Ducale (in purple colour)

On-site ambient measurements
The assessment of the microclimatic performance was carried out to support the realization
and the calibration/validation of the virtual model, able to reproduce realistic building
behaviour.
In detail, the monitoring campaign was divided into two main phases:
• In the first phase, a series of measurements points were defined using pyrometers
(infrared thermometer) and mobile temperature and humidity probes, which provided
useful information for identifying the most representative measurement points;
• Based on the information obtained from the first surveys, two probes were installed in
the second phase to acquire the continuous long-term data, in the positions shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Position of the two long-term probes inside the Salone dell’Armeria

The hygrothermal properties of the Salone dell’Armeria were monitored for one year,
starting from August 2017, with an hourly acquisition time step. Two Hobo MX Temp/RH data
logger (MX1101) were placed in two significant points, about 12 m far from each other, at a
height of about 3.50 m from the ground to avoid the influence of the solar radiation entering
from windows. The main characteristics of the probes used are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Main characteristics of the monitoring instrument
Instrument
HOBO MX
Temp/RH Data
Logger
(MX1101)

Measured
parameter

Measurement
range

Accuracy

Resolution

Temperature

-20-70 °C

+/-0.21 °C
(0 … +50
°C)

0.024 °C (at
25 °C)

Relative
Humidity

1-90%

+/- 2% (20
… 80%)

0.01%

Time response
7:30 min. (air
velocity equal to 1
m/s)
20 sec. (at 90% RH
with air velocity
equal to 1 m/s)

Such instruments comply with the minimum requirements suggested by European
regulations [39, 40] on the measurement of the microclimatic parameters for the conservation
of cultural heritage. The differences between the two sensors are generally within +/-1 °C and
+/- 5% for temperature and relative humidity respectively. The average value of the two probes
was considered for the following assessment.
Figure 5 shows the indoor and outdoor air T and MR for the monitored period (from 1st
August 2017 for one year) are reported.
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Figure 5. Indoor-outdoor temperature and mixing ratio

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First of all, the simulation was performed with the default algorithm set by EnergyPlus, the
Effective Capacitance, with an ACH value of 0.11, which can be considered the optimal choice in
relation to the calculated MBE, MAE, RMSE and R2 equal to -0.25 g/kg, 0.63 g/kg, 0.79 g/kg
respectively and 0.955 for the mixing ratio. Figure 6 shows the measured and simulated MR
along the whole year using the EC model.

Figure 6. Mixing ratio simulated with EC model at 0.11 ACH and measured data

However, the default algorithm used by EnergyPlus has been changed with the effective
EMPD model, since the EC model neglects the effect of moisture buffering, as previously
mentioned.
It should be noted that the EMPD model requires some additional information such as the water
vapour diffusion resistance factor, the coefficients “a”, “b”, “c”, and “d”, necessary to define the
sorption isotherm curve used for building materials under equilibrium conditions, the surface/deep
layer penetration depth and the vapour diffusion resistance factor of the coating layer. In the
present work, such parameters have been set according to the EnergyPlus documentation and
database [41], as reported in
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Table 3.
Table 3. Moisture buffering properties of building materials for the EMPD model
Building
material

Brick
Concrete
Wood

Water
vapour
diffusion
resistance
factor
19.6
6.6
150

a

b

c

d

0.014
0.045
0.204

9.638
0.352
2.320

0.025
0.086
0.430

0.676
14.8
72

Surface
layer
penetration
depth (m)
0.017
0.008
0.001

Deep
layer
penetrateon depth
(m)
0.060
0.030
0.004

After the implementation of the additional information required by the EMPD algorithm, a
new simulation with the same ACH (0.11), previously considered calibrated, was performed.
However, as shown in Figure 7 the obtained MR values along the whole year do not fit well with
the real monitored data.

Figure 7. Mixing ratio simulated with EMPD model at 0.11 ACH and the measured data

In such regards, a new calibration has been carried out by the variation of the air change rate.
As shown in Table 4, in the calibration process has been analysed seven simulations to achieve
a good match with the measurements.
Table 4. Mixing ratio uncertainty indices calculated for different ACH values
(with the EMPD model)
Simulation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ACH
[1/h]
0.11
0.21
0.28
0.31
0.41
0.51
0.71

MBE

MAE

RMSE

R2

-0.35
-0.32
-0.31
-0.31
-0.30
-0.29
-0.29

0.94
0.76
0.72
0.71
0.70
0.70
0.72

1.07
0.88
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.87
0.92

0.922
0.974
0.951
0.951
0.949
0.946
0.940
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According to the different simulations (Table 4), the R2 calculated for the MR parameter is
particularly high in all cases, in a range between 0.922 and 0.974; on the contrary, the MBE, MAE
and RMSE are more variable. The MBE could be useful to understand the direction of the
residuals and identify when the model is going to be calibrated (generally when the MBE
became close to 0). In such respect, among the simulations carried out, the MBE is always
negative, pointing that there is an overall slight overestimation of the simulated results.
The MAE and RMSE indices differ from MBE due to their always positive results. The RMSE
is commonly higher than MAE, since the same is more sensitive to the amplitude of the residuals.
The MAE has results less variable, between 0.70-0.72 in almost all the simulations. Therefore, the
RMSE can better represent the error variation, highlighting the amplitude of the residuals. Thanks
to RMSE it is possible to verify (see Table 4) that in simulation 7 the gap increases, even if the
MAE does not change consistently.
In such respect, the RMSE is used in Figure 8 to compare the simulation results with EC
and EMPD models for the different ACH values as shown in Table 4.

Figure 8. RMSE calculated for MR according to the simulations with different ACH

As shown in Figure 8, the simulations with the lowest RMSE for MR are numbers 3, 4 and 5,
but the best result in terms of RMSE, MAE and R2 is given by the simulation 4 (ACH equal to
0.31), which is about 3 times higher than the calibration previously obtained with the EC model.
In this case (simulation 4 in Table 4), the values of MBE, MAE, RMSE and R2 are -0.31, 0.71,
0.85 and 0.951 respectively. In Figure 9, the measured and simulated MR for the whole year after
the calibration with 0.31 ACH, has been shown.
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Figure 9. MR of the simulated model with EMPD model at 0.31 ACH and the measured data

In the context of preventive conservation of cultural heritage, the presence of thermal
fluctuations (daily or seasonally) or high thermal levels compared to the conservation standard
may cause expansion, acceleration of natural damage or chemical processes, increasing the
fragility of organic artworks, etc. The thermal damage is often reversible, thus not highly
dangerous for the objects. On the contrary, the humidity contained in the air has a pivotal role for
the good preservation of several materials [42] because hygrometric fluctuations may produce
irreversible damage and generate modifications in the size and shape of artefacts, as well as
chemical reactions and biological deteriorations.
This suggests that, to further verify if the simulation model reproduces with adequate accuracy
the relevant damage risks for hygroscopic materials [43, 44], the ratio between the number of
simulated and measured cycles of RH (called prediction rate Qv) can be calculated, according to
the following formula:
𝑄v =

𝑁s
𝑁m

(5)

where Ns and Nm are respectively the numbers of times when the simulated and measured daily
RH cycles exceed certain daily fluctuation variations (as the ranges shown in Table 5). Basically,
the method evaluates the number of daily fluctuation cycles beyond different acceptability
thresholds and calculate the ratio between the number of simulated and measured cycles. If this
ratio deviates too far from 1, the reliability of the model decreases.
In this work, the Qv ratio has been calculated with the MR parameter in order to evaluate how
much the calibrated model reproduce a behaviour close to the reality compared to the initial
settings (ACH=0.11). In Table 5 have been reported the calculated values of Qv ratios as well as
the number of times in which the daily MR cycles exceed the different thresholds according to the
simulations with the EMPD model at 0.11 and 0.31 ACH.
Table 5. Assessment of the prediction rate Qv and the number of daily cycles measured and
simulated of MR for different ranges of variation
Daily MR fluctuation

Measured

(MRmax - MRmin) ≤ 0.5 g/kg

Nm
102

EMPD - ACH
0.11
Ns
Qv
184
1.80
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263
127
38
17
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181
41
11
5

0.69
0.32
0.29
0.29

289
158
64
23

1.10
1.24
1.68
1.35

Such comparison demonstrates that the simulation with the EMPD model with an ACH of 0.11
provides many daily fluctuations completely different from the monitored data. In detail, it can be
noted a high number of the daily cycles lower than 0.5 g/kg (184 times compared to the 102
monitored) due to the impact of the moisture buffering effect of the building materials which
absorb the humidity from the air, with a consequent reduction of the mixing ratio. In such regard,
the EMPD with a higher air change rate can better reproduce the real humidity daily fluctuations
in the Salone dell’Armeria. The results reported in Table 5 with an ACH of 0.31 (which is the
value previously calibrated) show a number of daily fluctuations closer to the measurements and
the calculated Qv ratios are closer to the unit.
Finally, assuming to remove the three internal brick walls with their 400 m2 of the exposed
surface, the amplitude of the daily fluctuations of MR increases. In detail, the number of daily
cycles for the smallest range of variation decreases (daily mixing ratio fluctuations ≤ 0.5 g/kg),
while for the others it increases from 4% to 26%.
The results reported show the high impact of the moisture buffering model on the simulation
output. The moisture buffering of materials acts as humidity storage, decreasing thus the MR
peaks as well as the water content in the air, while a small variation of the external humidity
content from outside air through infiltration suddenly changes the indoor MR in the default EC
model.
Thus, the moisture buffering effect of building materials is particularly evident in historical
buildings which are generally characterized by massive and porous constructions. More in detail,
the moisture buffer effect of all hygroscopic materials in the indoor environment (e.g. interior
surfaces of wall envelopes, the wooden roof, the floor, etc.) helps to absorb the vapour in the air
when the indoor relative humidity is high and decrease indoor relative humidity.
On the contrary, when indoor relative humidity is low, these materials release the vapour back
into the air and increase indoor relative humidity. Such phenomena, thus, moderate the variations
of moisture content in the indoor air.
CONCLUSIONS
The effect of two different moisture buffering models in combination with air infiltration has
been investigated in a historical building case study, using EnergyPlus software. The selected case
study suits perfectly with the goal of the research since it is characterized by free-floating
conditions and no internal gains, thus air infiltration can be considered the only moisture source
and the building materials the only buffering contributors.
According to the obtained results, it can be said that the default model used by EnergyPlus
(EC model) leads to an underestimation of the infiltration rate in comparison to the EMPD model,
since hygrothermal interactions between the envelope and the environment are not considered or
overestimated. The EMPD model would better predict the actual moisture capacitance of the
indoor because it considers separately two moisture contents for the space and the interior surfaces
of the building envelope.
As shown in this study, the model calibration allows reducing the gap between measurements
and simulations, obtaining more accurate and reliable predictions. This is pivotal for the proper
assessment of suitable solutions in terms of energy efficiency, comfort and conservation in the
existing heritage buildings. Users shall be aware of the applicability of the different humidity
models, trying to select the suitable one according to the specific conditions, to achieve the highest
accuracy and more realistic results.
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In such respect, the combined evaluation of different statistical indices can be considered a
more effective approach to verify the model accuracy. The result obtained from the calibrated
EMPD model provide an infiltration rate of about 3 times greater than the value of the default EC
model. However, it should be noted that the EMPD model requires additional information about
the hygroscopic properties of the materials which significantly affect the robustness of the results.
Understanding and taking into account the moisture buffering is necessary to ensure an
accurate prediction of indoor humidity, but other important aspects of moisture modelling are
present when considering indoor humidity and further investigation is necessary. In detail, the
future research may include the quantification of the moisture buffering potential of furniture and
different construction materials that characterize the envelope of historical buildings, the research
of strategies or solutions that improve the moisture buffering and the spatial and temporal effect
of occupants.
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